(1) J,(vx) =-f exp { -vF(0, x)\dB, ■K J 0 1 r * 9 -x2 sin 6 cos 6 , , ( 2) It (ux) = ---. exp { -vF(e, x))dd, One of the authors has shown that (3) may be replaced by an inequality which remains finite at x = 1 [2 ] . Equations (3) and (4) have been extended to the case in which the argument is nearly equal to and larger than the order [3] .
In this paper inequalities are derived relating Jv(vx) and 7/ (vx) to the Bessel functions of equal order and argument, J,(v) and 7"' (v).
It is shown that
The right-hand members of (6) and (7) not only remain finite as x->1 but also approach J,(v) and J', (v) respectively. Equation (6) is an improvement of (3) when
while (7) is an improvement of (4) when
It can be observed
Now comparing this with (8), (7) is an improvement of (4) for all x whenever p>78.5 approximately.
Derivation. Proof of (6).
Now it is easy to show that 6 -x2 sin 6 cos 6
Integrating from x to 1 and using the fact that F(0, 1) =0 Corollary.
Using (8) and (5) ( 
